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Here you can find the menu of King Kebab in Hastings. At the moment, there are 15 meals and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about King Kebab:

I had a combination kebab chicken schish and lammschish, which came in a container with rice the two sauces I
ordered, came in separate pots like the salat and this delicious brot, that was not pitta. I would say the best

kebab in hastings for the worth, the presentation and about all yummy factor. will only be at the place where I
order a kebab from now on. I'm sorry about the picture, not the best I was more intere... read more. What

mrj1804 doesn't like about King Kebab:
Thought I'd give you a second chance . Boy was I wrong . Learn to cook and get an order right. Even learn
manners and English properly might help . Never ever again . read more. In King Kebab in Hastings, they

prepare tasty pizza using a traditional method, served straight out of the oven, In addition to that, the visitors of
the establishment can also consume typical menus from Turkey - from Sucuk to different Kebabs and even

sticky-sweet desserts. Most often, the burgers of this restaurant, which are among the highlights, are offered
along with sides like fries, leaf and cabbage salads or wedges.
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Salad�
SALAD

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Beilage� un� �tra�
CHILISAUCE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

GRILLED CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

CHILI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

PIZZA

BREAD

SALAD

LAMB
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